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ABSTRACT 

The effect of gravity modulation on the instability onset in an infinite hor

izontal layer of double-difFusive fluid is investigated in this dissertation. The spectral-

Galerkin method is used to transform the linearized perturbation equations to the 

system of time-periodic ordinary differentiate equations. The Chebyshev expansion 

method (Sinha and Wu, 1991) is applied to calculate the foundamental matrix which 

is used to determine the stability of the system according to the Floquet theory. 

Fluids of Prandtl number Pr = 0.01, 1, and 7 are investigated. The instability on

sets in one of three modes, synchronous, subharmonic, and quasi-periodic mode. In 

the synchronous mode, the instability oscillates at the same frequency as the gravity 

modulation fi, in the subharmonic mode, the instability oscillates at 0/2, while in the 

quasi-periodic mode, the oscillation frequency of the instability is different from the 

above two. The quasi-periodic mode onsets at the same thermal Rayleigh number, 

Rt as that of instability onset under steady gravity. The subharmonic mode onsets 

with wave numbers in the neighboring region of k where the oscillation frequency of 

the instability onset in the steady-g case, a;, equals to half of the modulation fre

quency, 17/2. Similarly, the synchronous mode onsets at the neighboring of k where 

the u equals to fi. The onset Rt for quasi-periodic mode is not changed by the 

modulation frequency and the relative amplitude of the modulation, h. For the 

synchronous and subharmonic modes, destabilization increases with increasing h. If 

h is large enough, the subharmonic mode will be more unstable than the synchronous 

and quasi-periodic mode, so the instability mode will be switched by increasing h. 

For a given h with varying f2, the resonance effect occurs in the neighborhood of 

as 2uicr, i.e., twice the critical oscillation frequency of the instability in the steady-g 
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case associated with the critical Rt- The resonant phenomena is found for fluids with 

Pr = 0.01, 1, and 7, and the effect diminishes as the Prandtl number increases. The 

effect of gravity modulation is asymptotic to zero when the modulated frequency Q 

approaches zero and infinitely large. For the case of Prandtl number, Pr, = 0.01, it 

is found that the critical thermal Rayleigh number Rt is reduced from the steady-g 

value of 2183 by 4%, 41%, and 86% as h is increased from 0.01, 0.1 and 0.2. In fact 

when h = 0.22737, the layer of fluid is destabilized at H = 9.1 with Rt = 0, i.e., 

without heating from below. This is analogous to the case in the research of Gresho 

and Sani (1970) that a horizontal layer being heated from above can be destabilized 

by the oscillation of the layer. In this dissertation the stabilization effect caused by 

the modulation is found at some cases of Q, which is analogous to the stability of 

motion of the pendulum with pivot in oscillation as discussed in Gresho and Sani 

(1970). 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

In a space station, low-amplitude gravity perturbations caused by crew 

motions, equipments, solar drag, and other sources are experienced. The maximum 

G-jitter amplitudes generated by these perturbations are of order 10"^ go for equip

ment and 10~-f?o for crew motions (W.Knabe and D.Eilers, 1982) where the go is 

the terrestrial gravity. Compared to the space-station gravity of 10~® <7o, these am

plitudes are significant, so it is of foundamental interest to understand the effect of 

these perturbations on the system's stability, specially the effect on the thermosolutal 

convection in the material processing in space base. In fact, the effect could be very 

large because the ratio of the maximum jitter amplitude generated by perturbations 

to the constant gravity at space base is of many orders in magnitude. This high 

ratio of gravity will strongly enhance the buoyancy force to overcome the viscous 

resistance (see the Navier-Stokes equation in below), and may cause the onset of in

stability. However the gravity oscillation will reverse the direction of the buoyancy 

force in each cycle, the 180° change in the direction of the buoyancy force may possibly 

stabilize the unstable convection. This possibility is dependent on the ratio of time 

scale of the gravity oscillation to the period of the propagating instability wave and 

it can be conjectured by the simple experiment of inverted and hanging pendulum 

whose pivot is oscillated in vertical direction. Whether the G-jitter is to stabilize or 

destabilize the system has caused many workers to investigate the effect of the jitter. 

These studies include linear stability analysis, fully nonlinear simulation, in two- or 
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three-dimension domain, in an infinite vertical slot, horizontal layer, or an enclosure. 

In the Navier-Stokes equation, the gravity term can be regarded as the 

sum of constant background gravity and the oscillatory G-jitter term. The G-jitter 

term is usually simulated by sinusoidal time varying function (it's called gravity mod

ulation ) or by a random time function. 

In the following paragraphs, previous research results of the effect of gavity 

modulation on the two-dimensional instability onset of convection and thermosolu

tal convection, and the influence of random G-jitter on the flow are reviewed. The 

motivation of the dissertation is to understand the effect of the gravity modulation 

on the two-dimensional thermosolutal convection in an infinite layer, because it is 

very important to know the conditions of gravity modulation under which the system 

will become unstable. The understanding will be helpful to the material processing 

in space base. There are three modes of instability onset of thermosolutal convec

tion under the effect of gravity modulation according to Joseph (1976). These are 

synchronous, subharmonic, and quasi-periodic mode. In the synchronous mode the 

instability at onset oscillates with the same frequency as that of gravity modulation, 

in the subharmonic mode the instability oscillates with half the frequency as that of 

gravity modulation, and all other cases are known as quasi-periodic mode. In the 

linear stability analysis of the gravity-modulation effect, the one-term or multiple-

term spectral function expansion of Galerkin method is usually used to transform 

the linearized governing equations to the time-periodic system of ordinary diff'erential 

equations. Various techniques (see below) are used to determine the critical condi

tions for the instability onset. 
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1.2 Effect of Gravity Modulation On a Single-Diffusive Layer 

Gresho and Sani (1970) examined the stability of Boussinesq fluid con

tained in two infinite horizontal (x-variable) plates at h apart being vibrated si-

nusoidally in the vertical direction (z-variable). The amplitude of the vibration is 

5 h. They considered the layer being heated either from below or from above. The 

boundary conditions are zero velocity and constant temperature on both the top 

and bottom plates. Based on the scheme of spectral Galerkin method, they use 

an one-term spectral expansion in the z-direction to qualitatively study the linear 

stability analysis. With the approximation, the linearized governing equations are 

transformed to the Mathieu equation. The stability behavior of Mathieu equation is 

then applied to determine the instability onset of the convection under the influence 

of gravity modulation. The obtained equation is analogous to that of small-angle mo

tion of a pendulum with viscous damping whose pivot point is sinusoidally oscillated 

in the vertical direction. To such a pendulum, the vertical oscillations of pivot could 

destabilize a stable hanging pendulum and stabilize the unstable inverted pendulum 

(Stoker,1950). 

Gresho and Sani (1970), presented the stability characterization of a fluid 

with Pr=7, and 6Fr = 10"^. Pr = ^ with u the kinetic viscosity and K the thermal 

diffusivity. 5 is the nodimensional displacement of vibration in units of h, and the Fr is 
o 

the Froude number defined by ^ with g the constant gravity. Applying the analogy 

to the problem, they found that gravity modulation can stabilize the horizontal layer 

being heated from below (analogous to unstable inverted pendulum) and destabilize 

the layer being heated from above (analogous to stable hanging pendulum). 

For the case of heated from below, with the chosen Pr and 6Fr, they found 
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that the instability is in the synchronous mode for the nondimensional modulation 

frequency uj less than 1250, and the instability is in subharmonic mode for uo larger 

than 1250. The transition point, or the mode-switching frequency at CJ = 1250, de

noted by w*. The effect of a; on the critical condition for the onset of instability is 

small for u less than 1100. In this range, the critical Rayleigh number Rc is slightly 

larger than 1825, the asymptotic value when a; -> 0. The value of 1825 is the Rc 

in steady g (denoted by /?„) which is calculated by the approximation of one-term 

spectral expansion. It is noted that the exact value of Ro is 1707 as given by Chan-

drasekhar (1961). As uj is increased from 1100 to 1250, Rc increases very rapidly 

untill a maximum is reached. After 1250, Rc will begin to drop slowly and asymp

totically to a limit (/?£«,) when u is large enough. Gresho and Sani (1970) reported 

the limit Rc^ will be smaller than Rq if Pr and SFr are large enough according to an 

approximate formula, Rc^ (SFr) They only examine the group where Pr 

= 7 and <^Fr = 10"®. In summary, for heating from below, the gravity modulation 

will enhance the stability of the layer if oj is increased from zero up to 1250 with 

the instability in the synchronous mode. In the zone of subharmonic mode, the layer 

is still stabilized by gravity modulation unless Pr and SFr are large enough. The 

zone of destabilzation by gravity modulation must occur in subharmonic mode. The 

nondimensionalized wave number kc shows a discontinity at the u = 1250, where the 

dominant mode is switched. The local kc of synchronous mode is always smaller than 

subharmonic mode. 

For being heating from above, when u is less than about 400, the critical 

frequency, the layer is always stable. In 400 < u < 422, the synchronous mode 

dominates. When UJ is larger than 422, the subharmonic mode dominates. At about 

422, there is a mode-switching transition a;*, so the kc is discontinuous there. The 
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value of —Rc ( minus sign means heated from above) drops very rapidly from oo down 

to a very low value in a very short frequency range of 400 < u < 450. When 

larger than 450, -Rc decreases very slowly, and then asymptots to the limit value Rc^. 

Gresho and Sani (1970) reported that both of the limit Rc^ and the critical frequency 

will decrease if 6Fr is increased. This means that at larger modulation amplitude the 

layer will become unstable at a lower uj and a lower —Rc- The synchronous mode 

dominates only in a very small range of u, and subharmonic mode will prevail in most 

of LJ. 

Clever et al. (1993) used spectral Galerkin method to study the effect of 

gravity modulation on the instability onset of convection and obtained the nonlinear 

solutions of the two-dimesional oscillatory motion. The geometry and boundary con

ditions of the layer are the same as in Gresho and Sani (1970) with heating either 

from above or below. Using the same nondimensionalization parameters as in Gresho 

and Sani (1970), Clever et al. (1993) investigated the parameter range of Pr = 0.7-50, 

cj = 30-6000, SFrUj'^ = 1-10'. They used the multi-terms spectral expansion along 

the time and the z axis. The spectral functions used in z direction and the numerical 

scheme used are different from those used by Gresho and Sani (1970). 

For heating from below, at Pr=7 and SFr = 10~®, essentially they found 

the similar Rc vs u curve as in Gresho and Sani (1970). They examined cases where 

Pr = 0.71-50, and 5Fr = 3.162 x 10"®, lO""*, 3.162 x 10""*, 10"^. The results show 

that the features of Rc vs u curve for these cases are simialr. Gresho and Sani (1970) 

only examined one case with Pr = 7 and SFr = 10~® and predicted the asymptotic 

result i?coo ^ "^^^(JFr)"^. Clever et al. (1993) proved this formula by investigating 

broad cases as in above. In Gresho and Sani (1970), the Rc^ is larger than Ro but 

in Clever et al. (1993) the Rc^ is shown to be smaller than Ro when the SFr or Pr 
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is large enough. It means the layer heated from below generally will be stabilized by 

gravity modulation, but can be destabilized if the Pr and 5Fr are very large when 

u! » u*. In all the cases considered the local kc of synchronous mode is always 

smaller than the subharmonic mode. For heating from above, Clever et al. (1993) 

examined ^ (= SFr in Gresho and Sani, 1970) = 10~®, 10"', 10"^, and the results 

show the excellent agreement with the theory of Gresho and Sani (1970). 

1.3 Effect of Gravity Modulation On a Double-Diffusive Layer 

In Saunders et al. (1992), a linear stability analysis with Boussinesque 

approximation was applied to investigate the effect of vertical gravity modulation on 

the onset of thermosolutal convection in an infinite horizontal layer with stress-free 

boundaries. Sinusoidal functions are used for the spectral expansion in the z direction 

to transform the linearized governing equations which are coupled partial differential 

equations to a time-periodic system of ordinary differential equations. They use 

high-order Adams method in the numerical integration to solve for the foundamental 

matrix. 

For the diffusive regime, that is heating from below of a stable solute gra

dient, one example is calculated in which Pr = 0.1, Sc = 10, i?c = —3 x 10®, Rt = 

-1000, where the Schmidt number Sc is —, i/ is the kinetic viscosity, Kg is the mass Kg 

diffusivity of the salt, Rc is the Rayleigh number based on salt concentration, Rt 

is the Rayleigh number based on temperature. In the nomenclature of Saunders et 

al. (1992), negative Rc stabilizes the layer; negative Rt destabilizes the layer. The 

stability results are presented in a graph with the dimensionless amplitude of gravity 

modulation, e, as the vertical axis, and 1/ui as the horizontal axis. The regions of 
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instability appear in nonintersecting lobe-shaped regions and there is only one insta

bility mode in each lobe. The quasi-periodic mode is in the first lobe located in the 

high w, and the subharmonic and the synchronous modes alternate among the rest of 

lobes as a; is reduced. There are 3 lobes intersected by the line e = 0.5, and 5 lobes by 

e = 0.7 ...etc, finite numbers of lobes intersected by horizontal line of constant e, be

cause the value of c at the minimum of lobes of subharmonic and synchronous modes 

increases as l/w increases. These lobes are referred to as resonant bands by Saunders 

et al. (1992). The highest-frequency resonant band has a minimum of e « 10"'^ at 

oj ss 2(7 « 190 where the a is the oscillatory frequency of the instability onset at 

steady g. The minimum of the nith band occurs at a; « 2afm. 

Terrenes and Chen (1993) investigated the effect of gravity modulation on 

the onset of instability in an infinite horizontal layer of double-diffusive fluid with and 

without cross-diffusive effects. They investigated the effect of free-free and rigid-rigid 

boundary conditions by a finite-term expansion in the series of the spectral expan

sion. Their emphasis was on the characterization of the marginal stabilty curve. They 

presented a number of examples of selected sets of parameters to illustrate the na

ture of the instability at the onset condition caused by the gravity modulation. Two 

examples are cited here because they are of interest to this dissertation. The first 

example is for a free-free layer with = 7, r = ^ = 0.8, Rc — -2700, and = 

10. In the absence of gravity modulation, the nature of the marginal stability curve 

which shows the variation of the critical thermal Rayleigh number Rr as a function of 

the wave number k of the perturbations, consisits of an oscillatory branch connected 

by two bifurcating points to a steady convection neutral branch. When the gravity 

modulation is introduced, the oscillating branch is replaced by a banana-shaped sub

harmonic branch, and the steady branch is replaced by a synchronous branch. These 
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two branches are connected by a quasi-periodic branch. The second example is for a 

liquid metal layer with rigid-rigid boundaries where Pr = 0.01, r = 3 x lO""*, Rc = 

-3200, and Q = 10. The neutral curve consists of the quasi-periodic and the subhar-

monic branches. In this case, the quasi-periodic branch being the most critical one. 

However a slight increase in the solute stabilization to Rc = -3300, the subharmonic 

branch becomes the most critical one. For code validation purposes, Terrones and 

Chen (1993) performed the stability analysis for a layer of single-diffusive fluid with 

Pr = 7.1 and rigid-rigid boundaries. For a given value of gravity modulation ampli

tude they obtained the critical value of Rt as a function of Q. Comparison of the 

results with Gresho and Sani (1970) was not straight forward because of the different 

nondimensional procedures. But for one case in which all parameters are equal, they 

predicted that the values of critical thermal Rayleigh number Rt and k are the same 

as those read off a graph in Gresho and Sani (1970). 

1.4 Influence of Random G Jitter On the Flow 

In this section, it will be introduced the influence of the G jitter which 

is simulated by random function or other forms (see below) rather than sinusoidal 

modulation, because these function approximate the real disturbance in low-gavity 

environment more precisely than the sinusoidal function. 

Biringen et al. (1990) calculated the influence of G jitter simulated by 

random function on the instability of three dimensional Benard convection in fully 

numerical calculation by use of semi-implicit pseudospectral method. Results show 

that the random gravity variation is more unstable than the sinusoidal modulation. 

Drolet et al. (1998) used a Gaussian, and white stochastic model for G-
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jitter to study the fluid motion that is induced. Considering two particles suspended 

in an incompressible fluid of different density from that of the particles and assuming 

the fluid is enclosed in a rigid box being vibrated, the G-jitter can induce an effective 

attractive force between the two spherical particles if the particles are seperated at a 

distance larger than their radius. The time rate of change of the inter-particle seper-

ation is inversely proportional to the cubic power of the separation. The attractive 

force can become a repulsive one at very short inter-partcle seperations. The defini

tion of Gaussian and white is < g{t) > = 0, < g{t)g{t') > = 2DS{t — t'), where the D 

is the maximum amplitude of G-jitter fluctuation and < > means the time average. 

Researches on G-jitter induced convection in single-component flow system 

suggest that the convection in the low-gravity environment is related to the magnitude 

and frequency of the G-jitter and to the alignment of the gravity field with respect to 

the direction of the temperature gradient (Alexander, 1989, 1991). The results show 

that the orientation of the G-jitter oscillation relative to the density gradient deter

mines whether a mean flow is induced in the fluid, de Groh et al. (2001) used finite 

element method to investigate the double-diffusive convection driven by G-jitter in 

microgravity environment. The Boussinesq approximation is assumed, and the fluid 

is contained in a square rigid-wall cavity. The temperature is high on the left wall and 

the concentration is high on the right wall. The flux of the heat and concentration are 

assumed to be zero on the top and bottom walls. The G-jitter and the background 

gravity are along vertical direction. The true G-jitter is random but can be decom

posed to a synthesized time Fourier series. Results show that the temperature field 

is almost unaffected but the countours of isoconcentration are significantly distorted. 

There is an induced secondary flow oscillating with twice the frequency of the G-jitter. 
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1.5 Outline of the Dissertation 

In this dissertation, linear stability analysis is systematically applied to 

understand the effect of gravity modulation on the onset of diffusive instabilities in 

an infinite horizontal double-diffusive layer with rigid-rigid boundaries. Boussinesque 

approximation is assumed in the equations where the physical properties of fluid are 

constant except for the density in the buoyancy term in the Navier-Stokes equation. 

The density is assumed to be linear with the temperature and solute concentration. 

A multiple-term spectral expansion is used to transform the governing equations to a 

periodic system of ordinary differential equations based on the Galerkin method. The 

foundamental matrix is calculated by the Chebyshev expansion method (Sinha and 

Wu, 1991). In the begtning, the basic-state solution and the nondlmensionalized per

turbation equations are introduced. Then the the mathematical analysis is presented 

which includes the use of spectral expansion and the Galerkin method to transform 

the governing equations to a system of ordinary differential equations and the use of 

the Chebyshev expansion method to calculate the foundamental matrix. The Flo-

quet theory is introduced next to determine the stability of the time-periodic system. 

The results are presented for both steady and unsteady gravity and the quantitative 

analysis for asymptotic cases is described in the appendix. 
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Chapter 2 

MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS 

2.1 Governing Equations 

Assume a Boussinesque fluid contained in a two-dimensional infinite hor

izontal ( X axis ) slot with hight H. The gravity is along the vertical direction ( z 

axis ). The temperature and concentration are maintained at different constant val

ues on the top and bottom rigid boundaries. The double-diff'usive fluid is assumed in 

the diflfusive regime without considering cross diffusion. The gravity is assumed to be : 

<7(0 = 9o + g\cos{ Q.t )  (2.1) 

where Q o is the constant gravity, and the g\ is the amplitude of gravity modulation. 

The density is assumed to be linear with the temperature T and concentration C as 

follows : 

P — Po[ 1 + /5T( T — Tbottom ) 

^ c [ C  —  C b o t t o m ) ]  (2.2) 

ft- = He =  F ( ^ )  ( 2 . 3 )  
Po C'j P q C/0 

where the ^ is negative and the Pc 'S positive, and Po is the density at the bottom 

plate. The continuity, momemtum, energy, and the concentration equations are : 
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du  du  du  dp  9 
— + w— + w— = ^  + i /V  "  (2 .0  
ot ox az PoOx 

dw dw dw dp  o  
+  u— + w— = — + US7 w  

at ox az pooz 

— git)[ 1 + 0T{ T — Tbottom ) + /?c( C — Cbottom)] ('-.6) 

dT dT  dT  2^  

SC dC dC 
aT + "a? ^ 

u and vv are the x- and z- components of velocity which are zero on the top and bottom 

rigid boundaries. T and C are temperature and solute concentration. On the top and 

bottom boundaries, T are assumed to be Ttop and Tbottom, and C are Ctop and Cbottom-

The and are the thermal and solutal diffusivity, and u is the kinematic viscosity. 

2.2 Basic State 

The horizontal layer is assumed to be infinite in x, so the effect from both 

ends is neglected. The temperature and concentration are constant on the top and 

bottom plates, so ^ ^ = 0 is applied to the basic state of temperature and 

concentration. Let and be the basic-state velocity components in the x and z 
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direction. The circulation flow in the central part of the slot is ignored because the 

horizontal dimension is assumed to be in infinite length, so assume the = 0. By the 

use of zero u^, the continuity equation and the no-slip conditions, will be derived 

to be zero . The governing equations of basic state are: 

0 = (2.9) 
poOX 

0 = ^ — g{ t ) [  1 + Tb — Tbottom ) 
Podz 

d'^Tb 

+ fic{ Cb — Cbottom ) ] ('--10) 

0 = (2.11) 

0 = (2.12) 

By use of the constant temperature and concentration on boundaries, the steady-

state solutions for basic-state temperature and concentration, Tb, Cb, are the linear 

distribution as follows: 

^ Tb Ttop Tbottom 

dz  H 

2.3 First-Order Perturbation Equations 

dz  H 

(2.14) 
d  Cb Clop  Cbot tom 

To investigate the stability of the field equations with respect to small 

disturbances, consider the following linear perturbations : 
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/ u  =  u  

I w = w 

p =  P b  +  p  

T = Tfc + r' 

C = Cb + c' 

Combining with the basic-state equations, and substituting of these perturbations 

into the governing equations, it results with the first-order perturbation equations : 

du  dw _  

dx  dz  
(2.15) 

du  dp  2 '  
aT = " (2.16) 

dw dp  
+  w -  g{t ) [0TT '  +  ̂ cC ] (2.17) 

dt podz 

dT' ^ .dT, _ 
d t  d z ' " ^ ' ' ^  

(2.18) 

dC' ,dCb 2-' (2.19) 
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2.4 Nondimensionalization of the Perturbation Equations 

Introducing the following nondimensional quantities, which are denoted 

by ~ except for T' and C', they are denoted by S~ and 5„ 

{x , z )  =  ( f ,  5)  H  

t = t — 

{u  ,  w  )  =  {u  ,  w)  ̂  

P =PPoJj -J j  

T '  =  

c f  =  
K^U 

Q =  Q — 
ff2 

For convenience, drop the symbol ~ , the nondimensionalized perturbation equations 

are obtained : 
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du  dw 
(2.20) 

1 du  dp  

Pr  at dx  "  
(2.21) 

\  dw dp  o  

( 1 + ft cos n ( ) [ Sj. + 5(- ] (2.22) 

= (2.23) 

^  + Rcw = r  (2.24) 

I 

where Pr = 7^, r = ^, h = ^. The Ravleigh number based on temperature and 
Krjt Krj^ Qq " 

concentration RT and Rc are defined as: 

„ goPrSTf i '  „ goPcScH'  
rOp == lie ~ 

where — ^top ^bottom 3.nd — ^top ^bottom' ^ noted that 

RT oc I3TST oc Ptop — Pbottom-, so the layer is destabilized if RT > 0, 

and stabilized if RT < 0. , similarly for the Rc- In the double-diffusive case, the 

heating from below destabilzes the layer because both of the 0T and 5T are negative, 

so RT is positive. The higher salt concentration in bottom stabilizes the layer because 

the Pc is positive and 5c is negative, so Rc is negative. 
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2.5 Use of Stream Function 

Because of the 2-D continuity equation, the stream function can be applied 

to the perturbation equations to combine x-component and z-component momentum 

equations to one equation without the pressure term. By the use of u = §7 and 

w •= — H where ip is the stream function, and elimination of the pressure term 

between the equations (2.21 and 2.22), the perturbation equations become : 

Id  2 , .1 , = { I  +  h  cos  Qt ){  

dS .  dSc ^ 
H" ) 

dx  dx  
(2.25) 

d S r  _ r f 9 l P  2 

dt  ' ^dx  +  ^  
(2.26) 

^ = (2.27) 

with boundary conditions of 5.,, = ^ = 0 at  z  =  where D = 

a_  
dz -
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Chapter 3 

MATHEMATICAL TRANSFORMATION 

3.1 Expansions to Multiple-Term Spectral Functions 

In equations (2.25 ~ 2.27), Fourier spectral expansion is made in the x 

variable because x is infinite, the equations are linear, and physically the perturbation 

terms are wave-like in x. Multiple-term expansion in the Chandrasekhar (1961) spec

tral function for the stream function and sinusoidal spectral function for temperature 

and concentration are applied to the z variable. These spectral function are chosen 

based on the boundary conditions. For detail reasons, see Chandrasekhar (1961). 

The spectral expansions for stream function and temperature and concentration are 

shown as below: 

1 e"" (3.1) 

Sr( x , z , t )  =  [ 1 e"' (3.2) 

S^{x , z , t )  = [ E;r=ic„(i)r„(2) 1 e"" (3.3) 

where the trial functions 0n(z) (Chandrasekhar, 1961) and Tn(z) are 
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^ ^ COsh{pnZ)  COs{pnZ)  
M ^ )  =  T T — 7 7 ^ 7  - f — i /  n  =  o d d  

cosh { p n / 2 )  COS{ p n / 2 )  

where tanh{ p n / 2 )  +  t a n { p n / 2 )  = 0 

s inh{p .nz )  s in{^r i z )  
= ~^~n—7^ ~(—7^ if n = even 

s inh  { fJ .n /2)  s in  { fJ -n /2)  

where coth{fin/2) + cot{p. n / 2 )  = 0 

Tn{z)  =  cosn irz  i f  n  =  odd 

Tn{z )  =  s inmrz  i f  n  =  even  

3.2 Transformation by the Use of the Galerkin Method 

Substituting the above spectral expansions into the perturbation equa

tions (2.25 ~ 2.27), then applying the Galerkin method, the governing equations will 

be transformed to a system of ordinary differential equations as follows: 
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d  ^  
d /  =  

c  
Pr 

0 0 
0 F 0 
0 0 F 

D {1  +  h  cosQt)  H {I  +  h  cos  Qt )  k ' ^H 

RTH G 0 
RcH 0 vG 

= A(0 y (3.4) 

where A(t)is a 3N x 3N time periodic matrix with period of ^ and tlie C, F, 

D, H, , G are the N x N submatrix as defined as follows : 

/-i/a 
Cj i  =  — <pj  {  — k '  )<i) i  d z  =  — <  4>j  ,  {— k' )  (pi  >  

J-112 
Dj i  =  -<  4>J,  {D^-k^)% > 

Hj i  =  K.  T j ,  (f>i  > 

— T — 

H = transpose  o f  H  

G j i  = < T j ,  { D - - k ^ ) T i  >  

F j i  = < T j , T i  >  
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where £) = ^ and the vecter y is defined as a 3N x 1 column vector: 

i ka i  

ika2 

y = 

ikcifi/ 

bx  
62 

b,v 

Cl  

C2 

C N 

3.3 Limiting Cases of Q 

1. When Q approaches zero: 

The term 1 + hcosQt  in equation (2.25) becomes a constant. The system is as like 

as in steady g. 

2. When Q approaches infinitely large. 

From the equation (3.4): 

A(I) = AO + Ai h cos (3.5) 
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where AQ and Ai are constant nnatrix. If h is zero, it becomes the steady-g case and 

the equation (3.4) reduces to; 

= Ao y (3.6) 

By using the equation (3.4), let y(o) be the initial condition of y 

y  =  y(o)  +  J  ( Aq  +  Ai  h  cos  Qt )  y  d t  

= y(o) + J  Aoy  dt  +  hAi  J  y  cosQtd t  (3.7) 

By nature assume the instabilty mode oscillates at finitely-large frequency because 

the celerity of instability mode is asssumed to be finite. The infinite celerity means 

if suddenly the disturbance is imposed on one point in the fluid layer, it will simuta-

neously appear on the other point far away. Let the y be a good function of time. 

If n goes to infinite large, the last term in the equation (3.7) will vanish because of 

the cancellation caused by the integral of cos t. Also using the Riemann-Lebesgue 

lemma that guarantees : 

-6 

/ J a 
f { t )e  d t  ^  0 i f  Q oo  (3.8) 

provided that the jj f { t )  [j dt  ex i s t s .  From the Floquet solution in equation (4.1), 

the / II y II dt is bounded at the neutral onset, so the last term in the equation (3.7) 



must vanish for tlie case of infinitely large Q. The equation (3.7) will become 

y = y(o) + j Ao y dt 

so, it is equivalent to 

^ - A -

This is exactly equivalent to the equation (3.6) , the steady-g case. 
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Chapter 4 

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 

4.1 Floquet Solution 

In the dynamical system equation (3.4), A(t) is a 3N x 3N time-periodic 

matrix because of the modulation term cos{Qt) in the equation, and the system is a 

time-periodic nonautonomous dynamical system. The period of the A(t) is By 

Floquet theory, Yakubovich(1975), the solution to the dynamic system (equation 3.4) 

will be in the form of : 

y{ t )  =  P( t )e^ 'p - ' (o )y{o)  (4.1) 

which is also called Floquet solution where P(t) is a periodic nonsingular matrix with 

same period of A(t) , B is an unknown constant matrix. y(o) is an arbitrary 

initial condition. y{t) and y(o) are 3N x 1 column vector, and the matrices B , P(t) 

and P~Ho) are 3N x 3N where N is the number of spectral functions in the spectral 

expansion( see equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 ). Because the matrix e®' is nonsingular, there

fore the matrix P(t) e®' P"^^) is also nonsingular, then the y{t) is unique for any 

a given initial y(o) . The stability of the dynamic system ( equation 3.4 ) is defined 

by the stability of the solution y{t) . If y{t) becomes larger and larger in time evo

lution, then y{t) and the dynamic system are unstable. If y{t) is asymptotic to zero 

or periodic in the time evolution, then y{t) and the dynamic system are stable. By 

means of the form of the Floquet solution in equation (4.1), the stability of y{t) and 
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the dynamic system will be determined by the stability of the term e®' because the 

matrix P(t) is periodic so its magnitude is bound, a finite-order term. The stability of 

the e®' will be determined by the real part of the eigenvalues of the constant matrix 

B by means of the principle of the Jordan normal form. The detail interpretation is 

shown in the following section. 

4.2 Jordan Normal Form 

For any given 3N x 3N constant matrix B , there always can be found an 

unitary matrix U , such that B is equal to : 

B  =  U ^ A U  (4.2) 

Where the A is defined as following; 

A = 

[A]i O O 
O [A]2 O 

o o [A]m . 

where the O is a zero submatrix, the [A]i, [A]2, • • • , [A]m are the Jordan blocks of 

eigenvalues of matrix B and the total sum of row dimension of each of these Jor

dan  b locks  a re  equa l  to  3N,  the  row d imens ion  of  B .  The  Jordan  b lock  [ X ] j ,  j  =  

1,2, • • • , m, with m < 3N has the following form: 
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1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 

• 
o

 

0 A. 1 0 0 

•• 
o

 0 . . . 0 A. 1 0 
0 0 0 0 'V 1 
0 0 0 0 0 Xj  

where Xj is the eigenvalue of matrix B . 

By use of the Jordan block and equation(4.2), e®' can be equated to : 

= ut 

e W i '  O  •  
O 6^21 . 

o o 

o 
o u (4.3) 

where ' has the following form : 

gAj  t  

0 
0 

2! 3! 
gAj  t  ^gAj  t  ^gAj  t  

0 
0 

gAj  t  
*• 

gAj  t  

The row dimension of each block is finite, so the power of the polynomial of t is finite. 

If the real part of the eigenvalue \j is negative, then ' will deacay to zero faster 

than the polynomial of t as t becomes larger and larger, such that the Jordan block 

eWj' will be asymptotic to zero , which is a stable matrix for all time. Similarly the 
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block will be unstable if the real part of the eigenvalue Xj is positive. Therefore, the 

e®' will be stable if the real part of all eigenvalues of the matrix B are negative, 

and it will be unstable if any one of them is positive. From the previous section, it 

is known that the stability of y{t) and the dynamical system( equation 3.4 ) will be 

determined by the stability of the e®' , so they will be determined by the real part 

of the eigenvalues of matrix B . 

4.3 Foundamental Matrix and Similarity Transform 

From the previous sections and equation (3.4), it is known that the sta

bility of y{t) and the dynamic system (equation 3.4) will be determined by e®' but 

not by P(t) according to equation (4.1). The stability of e®' is determined by the 

real part of the eigenvalues of B . Therefore the real part of the eigenvalues of B 

determine the stability of y{t) and the dynamic system (equation 3.4). But because 

there is no way to obtain B and P(t), the stability of the dynamic system can not be 

determined by way of solving for B in order to obtain its eigenvalues. The similarity 

transform is another way to calculate the eigenvalues without knowing B which is 

described below. 

For the system of equation (3.4), it is explained in previous sections there 

will be a one-to-one solution y{t) for any given initial condition y(o) , because the 

P(t) , P~Ho) and e®' in equation (4.1) are all nonsingular. It is convenient to choose 

the 3N columns of the 3N x 3N identity matrix to be 3N initial conditions of the 

equation (3.4), denoted as yi(0), y2(0), • • • , y3/v(0), where the yj (0) is a 3N x 1 vec

tor whose only nonzero element is 1 on the jth row. There is always a nonsingular 3N 

X 3N matrix whose 3N columns are the 3N solutions of equation (3.4) corresponding 
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to the above 3N initial conditions, which are denoted by y2{t), • • , fsNit)-

Denote the nonsingular matrix as : 

Y ( 0  =  [ y i W .  y 2 ( < ) ,  • • • ,  y 3 / v ( 0 ]  ( 4 - 4 )  

if the time is chosen at t = ^ = T ,  b}' use of the equation (4.1), it becomes; 

Y(T) = P(r)e®^p-Ho)/ 

= P(T)e®^p-^(o) (4.5) 

where the I is the 3N x 3N identity matrix and the 3N x 3N Y(T) is called founda-

mental matrix. It is noted in equation (4.1) P(t) is a periodic matrix with same 

period of A(t) , so P(T) = P(o), and it is obtained that : 

Y(r) = P(o)e®^p-^(o) (4.6) 

By use of the similarity transform and the result of Jordan normal form, from the 

above equation, the eigenvalues of foundamental matrix Y(T) will equal to the eigen

va lues  o f  the  mat r ix  tha t  i s  <jj  = j  = 1,2 ,3 ,  •  •  •  ,3N where  the  aj  

are eigenvalues of Y(T) and Xj are eigenvalues of B . Therefore by use of this rela

tionship, the eigenvalues of B is able to be obtained once the foundamental matrix 

is obtained. 

From the above interpretations, by use of the Floquet theory (equation 

4.1), the stability of the dynamic system (equation 3.4) is determined by the eigen

values of B . As it's mentioned in the above paragraphs, eventhough there is no way 
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to calculate B , it is of no need to know B in order to obtain its eigenvalues. Based 

on the similarity transform, these eigenvalues now can be found by knowing of the 

the foundamental matix Y(T). The methods of calculating the foundamnetal matrix 

Y(T) are generally the 4th-order Runge-Kutta, high-order Adams method, , or 

by the Chebyshev expansion method (Sinha and VVu, 1991). The numerical methods 

and the difference of efficiency between these methods will be explained in the next 

section. 
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Chapter 5 

NUMERICAL METHODS 

5.1 Time-Integration Methods 

As mentioned in the previous section, calculating the foundamental ma

trix Y(T) is the way to obtain the eigenvalues of B to determine the stability of the 

dynamic system (equation 3.4) without need of calculating B directly. The meth

ods of calculating Y(T) are divided into two kinds : (1) time-integration method, 

(2) Chebyshev-expansion method. The first one has been used for last decades, and 

the Chebyshev method developed by Sinha and VVu (1991) was first applied to fluid 

dynamics by Chen and Chen (1999) in the investigations of the effect of the gravity 

modulation on the onset of the convection instability in an infinite vertical slot. In the 

research of Chen and Chen (1999) and this dissertation, it has been experienced that 

the Chebyshev method is much more efficient than the conventional time-integration 

method. The time-integration method will be introduced in this section and the 

Chebyshev method in the next. 

As mentioned in the previous section, it's convenient to choose the 3N 

columns of the 3N x 3N identity matrix to be the 3N initial conditions, denoted as [ 

yi(0)i y2(0), • • • , y3Ar(0) ], where the yj{0) is 3N x 1 vector with only nonzero ele

ment 1 on the jth row. Let the yj{T) be the solution of equation (3.4) corresponding 

to the initial condition yj{0) at time t = , so 

V j i T )  =  V j i O )  -I- f A{ t ) y j { t ) d t  
J o  

(5.1) 
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To calculate the integral, based on the numerical scheme, divide the period T into M 

subintervals, M = 500, 1000, or 10000 , let AT be equal to and be the 

numerically computed value at t = n AT, so is exactly the true value of y j { 0 ) ,  

therefore, 

jj" = ij"' + r(!;<°',A,Ar) 

f/j" = 

(5.2) 

where the function F is dependent on the numerical method, such as the Runge-Kutta 

method, or the advanced Adams method. According to the scheme shown in equation 

(5.2), the following factors will affect the efficiency of computing the foundamental 

matrix Y(T). 

1. The dimension N 

N is the number of the spectral functions in the expansions (equations 

3.1, 3.2, 3.3), and it is dependent on the problem. As mensioned before, it needs 
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to calculate 3N solutions of the equation (3.4) to consist of the 3 N columns of the 

foundamental matrix Y(T) = [ yi(T),y2(^)t • •' , yzN{T) ]. These solutions are all 

3N X 1 vectors, based on the 3N initial conditions which are exactly the 3N columns of 

identity matrix. Therefore, more the N terms of the spectral functions in the spectral 

expansion, higher the dimension of columns of the foundamental matrix, so the time 

consumed in the computation will be higher. 

2. Period T 

In the scheme shown in (5.2), larger the time period T of the gravity mod

ulation, higher M is required, so the time consumed in the calculation is more. 

3. Numerical scheme 

For higher accuracy of calculation in each subinterval AT, the higher-order 

numerical scheme is used in the F and it consumes more time than the lower-order 

method. 

5.2 Chebyshev Expansion Method 

The Chebyshev method developed by Sinha and VVu (1991) was first ap

plied to fluid dynamics by Chen and Chen (1999). In this dissertation, it is used to 

investigate the effect of the gravity modulation on the instability onset of the ther-

mosolutal convection with higher efficiency than the time-integration method. The 

Chebyshev method is developed to solve the solutions of the time-periodic dynamic 

system of equation (3.4). When it is applied to calculate the 3N x 3N foundamental 

matrix, there is no need to calculate the 3N yj one by one and step by step on each 

time subinterval. Let the time scale t is normalized by T = ^, so by a 

change of variable, equation (3.4) will become 
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±y  = Txa-mn (5.3) 

where the A. { t* )  is a time-periodic matrix with period of 1. This can be seen in the 

equation (3.4) where tiie term cos(f2i) becomes cos(27ri*) after t is normalized bj' 

T so it make A(r) periodic with period of 1. Therefore the foundamental matrix 

is changed as Y(l) = [ yi(l), y2(l), , y3Ar(l) ]• Each Vjil) is the solution of 

equation (5.3) at = 1 corresponding to the initial condition which is the jth column 

of the 3N X 3N identity matrix. It is solved by 

5.2.1 Properties of the Shifted Chebyshev Polynomials of First Kind 

Define the shifted Chebyshev polynomials of first kind (Luke, 1969) as 

r*(r), 0 < t* < 1, so the orthorgonality is : 

(5.4) 

0 when r ^ k 
ir/2 when r = k ^ Q 

TT when r = = 0 

(5.5) 

where the weighting function w(i*) is equal to  { t*  — 

The integration properties of the shifted Chebyshev polynomials of first kind are 
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2(;SRY -• = 0.2.3.4 (5.6) 

(5.7) 

where 0 < T < 1 

The above integrations are the key advantage of applying this Chebyshev method to 

calculate the foundamental matrix in place of step-by-step integration one because 

the closed-form formula in equation (5.6) and (5.7) will give the integration value 

faster without need of step by step calculation over the time period. The equation 

(5.6 and 5.7) can also be written as : 

where the is the transpose of constant matrix G constructed by using equations 

(5.6), and (5.7). It is noted that in Sinha and VVu (1991), the term T^(i*)/4m is 

inadvertently dropped in the expression of G. The { T*(r) } is defined as row vector 

{ To*(r), T*(r), ....,T^_j(i*) }, so the transpose of the {T*(r) } is {T*(r) }^, a 

column vector : 

(5.8) 

{ T * ( n r  =  

' To*(r) ' 

Tm 
(5.9) 
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G is defined by the following constant matrix (more clearly described than in the 

Sinha and VVu (1991)) 

1/2 

-1/8 

-1/6 

1/16 

-(-i)'"-' 
2(m— l)(m-3) 

- ( - I ) ' " - '  

2m(m—2) 

1/2 0 0 0 

0 1/8 0 0 

-1/4 0 1/12 0 
0 -1/8 0 ••• 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 

-1 
4(m-3) 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
-I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

4(m-2) 

4(m —1) 

0 

By use of the multiplication formula : 

T ; { f ) T ; { f )  =  r,A = 0,l,2,3 (5.11) 

the multiplication of { T*(r) and { T*(r) } will be equal to: 
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{ T - ( C ) r { T - ( f ) }  =  

mn 
T ; ( f )  

J 

Wr„-(C),T,•((•), 

To T: T* T* m—I 

t: 
Tn'+r,* 

2 
T'^+T^ 

2 
. 

t; Tf+r,-
2 

Tn'+T,-
2 . 

T* m—1 2 

In Sinha and Wu (1991), there is a mistake in this formula. Let any two scalar func

tions R(r) and z(t') be represented by series expansions in the shifted Chebyshev 

polynomials.: 

Rin rr^arT^in 

{ CZq 7 Gil * * * » — I } 

{ a } { T * ( r ) }  

To'in 1 
r r ( r )  

(5.13) 

z{n = 

= {bo, bi, • • • , bm-i } < 

^  { b } { T * ( r ) r  

r T^in ] 
Tnn 

(5.14) 
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the coefficients Cr, br are constant and the { a }  and { b }  define the row vectors 

{  Co, Ci, • • • , ttm-i } and { 6oi • • • » ^m-i }: so the transpose of { a } { b } are : 

OQ 

Oi 
> 

^m—1 J 

Because the To*(f*) = 1 for all t* ,  any constant, for example the initial condition of 

z(r), z(o), can be also represented as above, 

{ a ^  =  

2(0) = E^-'CrT^in 

=  { 1 , 0 , 0 , - - -  , 0 } ^  

The multiplication of R and z can be writen as: 

To'in 1 

(5.15) 

Rinz{t') = { ao, ai, , a^_i }{ T*(r) { T*(r) } {6o, 6i, 6m-i f 

= {a}{T*(r)r{T*(r)}{br (5.16) 
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By some rearrangements and the use of recursion relation, equations (5.12), the above 

formula is reduced to; 

Rinzin = 

=  { T ' { C ) } Q { b } ' '  ( 5 . 1 7 )  

Where the Q is a constant matrix which consists of coefficients a^. 

5.2.2 Scheme of Applying Chebyshev Expansion Method to Solve the 

Differential Equation 

In the following, an example of using the Chebyshev expansion method to 

solve the differential equation for a scalar function is shown. The system of differen

tial equations with dimension of 3N x 3N such as in the present dissertation, is solved 

in the similar way. For given two scalar functions where R(r) is in time-explicit form 

and z(r) is unknown. 

^ z { f )  =  R { f ) z { n  (5.18) 

z{t') = z{o) -I- f R{s)z{s)ds 
Jo 

(5.19) 
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By using the equations (5.14, 5.15, 5.17), the above equation will be equal to 

{T'(n}{br = {T*(n} 

r  1 1  
0 

0 

+ R { T - ( 5 ) } Q { b } ^ r f .  
^0 

=  { T ' ( n }  

1 
0 

r  { T ' i s ) } d s q { h y  
Jo 

=  { T ' i n }  {  ° 

^ 0 

Using identity matrix, it becomes 

; 
+ {T*(r)}G^Q{b}^ (5.20) 

{ T - ( 0 } i { b r  =  { T * ( r ) }  

r  1  
0 

0 

» 4 -  {T*(r)}G^Q{b}^ (5.21)  

where the I is the identity matrix whose dimension is m x m. 

Arrange LHS and RHS of the above equation, so 
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{ T ' ( i * ) } ( I -  G ^ Q ) { b } ^  =  { T ' ( r ) }  <  

' 1 ' 

0 

l . l  
(5.22) 

Because the { T*(^*) } is function of time i*, by use of the orthogonality, the equation 

to solve the unknown vector { b is obtained as follows : 

( I  -  G ' ' Q ) { b } '  

SO, 

1 
0 

(5.23) 

{ b }  T _ ( I - G ^ Q )  -1 

r  1 1  

0 

(5.24) 

If the inverse matrix exists, then the { b is obtained. The Chebyshev expansion 

method can be applied to any good function R(r) by using the equation (5.5) to 

evaluate the expansion coefficients Or for R (Eq.5.13). Meanwhile, once the expansion 

coefficients br in equation (5.14), are solved, then z is obtained for time 0 < T < 1, 

but not only z(l). Similarly, the above scheme can be applied to equation (5.4) to 

solve the yj{l). (Actually, one can solve yj{t*) at any t* when the coefficients are 

obtained) 
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Chapter 6 

RESULTS 

As mentioned in the previous sections, the stability of the dynamic system, 

equation (3.4), is determined by the real part of the eigenvalues of matrix B . The 

eigenvalues of B are Xj, with j = 1, 2, 3, 3N. Let A be the eignevalue with the 

maximum real part compared with other Xj. The A could be complex with conjugate 
«is, 

denoted by A*. Let A = a + z/J, and A* = Q — i/3. The system will be stable 

if a is negative and unstable if positive. There are 3 modes of instability onset(a = 

0), which are the synchronous mode when /3 is zero, the subharmonic mode when /? 

= n/2 where Q is the modulation frequency, and the quasi-periodic mode for other 

cases (Joseph, 1976). 

6.1 Pr = 0.01 

In this section to be discussed are the results of steady-g and gravity mod

ulation cases for a fluid of Pr = 0.01, r = 3 x lO""*, Rc = -3200. Negative Rc means 

the concentration gradient stabilizes the layer because of heavier concentration fluid 

at the bottom. These parameters are typical of liquid metal. 
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6.1.1 Steady Gravity 

If h is zero, then equation (2.25) becomes the stability equation for the 

steady-g case. The stability analysis is carried out by using 6 terms in the Galerkin 

expansion when converged results are obtained. The threshold thermal Rayleigh num

ber Rt for each wave number k is determined by the eigenvalues which are calculated 

by solving the algebraic eigen-equation without need of numerical time-integration 

method or Chebyshev expansion method. The results are shown in figure (6.1) in 

which the k - Rr curve of the marginal onset is presented. The curve displays the 

thermal Rayleigh number Rt at which the system becomes unstable for a given mode 

of perturbation of the wave number k. Heating from below is characterized by posi

tive Rt which destabilizes the layer because the heating lessens the fluid density near 

the bottom. In this figure, in comparison with other modes, it's found that the mode 

at k = 3.36 onsets at the minimum Rt of 2183. This special k is the critical mode, 

denoted by kcr, and the Rt corresponding to the fccr is denoted by Rt^- The Rt^^ in 

this steady-g case is 2183. It is seen that Rt increases very sharply beyond 6 x 10'' 

when k is less than 0.3 and larger than 15. 
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H 

k, me number 

FIGURE 6.1. Marginal stability curve for steady gravity. Pr = 0.01, r = 3 x 10 
and Rc = -3200 
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For the steady-g case, the eigenvalues at onset are purely imaginary with con

jugate for each mode, so the instability is in the oscillatory mode. Shown in figure 

(6.2) is the k - a; curve, which is known as the dispersion curve, u is the oscillating 

frequency for each mode in the figure (6.1). At k = A:cr = 3.36, the oj{kcr) is 3.96. 

This particular oj is defined as the natural frequency, denoted by Ucr • The ujcr in this 

steady-g case is equal to 3.96. w is a function of k and its range is 0.47 < a; < 5.5 

for 0.3 < k < 15. 
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k, wave number 

FIGURE 6.2. Dispersion curve, k - w, for steady gravity, Pr = 0.01, r = 3 x 10 
and Rc — -3200 
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6.1.2 Gravity Modulation 

As seen from the stability results at steady g, there is a frequency of oscil

lation associated with each mode of the perturbation. It is then reasonable to expect 

that resonant phenomena would occur when gravity is modulated. In this section, the 

effect of gravity modulation is studied systematically to examine the possible effects 

of resonant interactions. Three amplitudes of gravity modulation are investigated; h 

= ^ = 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2. For each h, the following eight frequencies of gravity mod

ulation n usually set at the harmonics of uicrSLre studied: 3.96(=a;cr )i 7.92{=2ucr), 

9.0, 10.0, 11.88(=3a;cr ), 15.84(=4a;cr), 19.80(=5u;cr) and 23.76{=6Ucr)- For each 

set of given h and Q , marginal stability curve and the dispersion curve are obtained. 

The range of the wave number k of the perturbation is 1 < k < 9. 

6.1.2.1 h = 0.01 

Shown in figures (6.3) and (6.4) are the k - Rt marginal curves for the 

eight different values of n at h = 0.01. It is noted that the solid line is the k - RT 

marginal curve in steady-g case, figure (6.1). The general response of the system 

to the gravity modulation is that the instability onsets in almost all cases with the 

quasi-periodic mode which is denoted by + sign in these two figures. The onset Rt 

of quasi-periodic mode is almost the same as in the steady-g case. But the oscillation 

frequency for each quasi-periodic mode is different from the u in steady g case. In 

the cases of n = 3.96, 7.92, 9.00 and 10.00 in figure (6.3a), the subharmonic modes 

are denoted by the symbol •. The subharmonic mode is defined when the value of 

^ in the Floquet solution is equal to Q. /2. The Rt of subharmonic mode is slightly 

lower than that in steady-g case because the amplitude of gravity modulation is not 
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large enough to destabilize the system. As the Q increases, the values of k for the 

subharmonic modes are also increased, and the decrease of Rt from that of steady-g 

case is much more discernible. But there is no subharmonic mode oberved when Q is 

larger than 11 as in cases of Q = 11.88, 15.84, 19.80, 23.76 in figure (6.4). In the case 

of = 3.96, synchronous modes are observed and denoted by the symbol • where 

the is equal to Q . There is no synchronous mode when the Q is larger than 5.5 

within the k range studied. In the next paragraph based on the results in figure (6.5) 

and (6.6), it will be explained why the synchronous modes are observed in n = 3.96 

rather than in 17 larger than 5.5, and the subharmonic mode in = 3.96, 7.92, 9.00 

and 10.00 when 0.3 < k < 15. 
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FIGURE 6.3. Marginal stability curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.01 for Q = 
3.96, 7.92, 9.00, 10.00. + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, • synchronous 
mode 
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FIGURE 6.4. Marginal stability curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.01 for Q 
11.88, 15.84, 19.80, 23.76. + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, • sy 
chronous mode 
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The dispersion curves of k - /3 for the same h and values of in the 

figxires (6.3) and (6.4) are shown in figures (6.5) and (6.6) for 1 < A: < 9. The solid 

fine is the dispersion curve of k - w in the steady-g case, figure (6.2). On the solid 

line, the u is in range of 0.47 < a; < 5.5 for 0.3 < k < 15. In these eight cases 

of Q it is seen that the 8 for quasi-periodic modes denoted by + sign are same with 

the LJ on the solid line. The u is the oscillation frequency of the instability onset in 

the steady-g case. The ^ is the imaginary part of the eigenvalue A as describied in 

above. By definition it is equal to Q. /2 for subharmonic mode, Q for synchronous 

mode, and other cases for quasi-periodic mode. In 0.3 < A: < 15 , the subharmonic 

mode (/3 = Q /2) will occur only when the Q /2 is equal to some u in the range 

of 0.47 < u; < 5.5 . Therefore the subharmonic modes denoted by symbol • will 

occur in cases of Q where the Q /2 is in (0.47,5.5). For the cases of Q = 3.96, 7.92, 

9.00, and 10.00, fl jl is respectively 1.98, 3.96, 4.50, 5.00. The subharmonic mode 

region can be observed in 1 < fc < 9for these cases because their 0/2 are within 

the w range 1.5 < a; < 5.5 for 1 < fc < 9. There is no subharmonic-mode region 

observed in 1 < A: < 9 for the cases of = 11.88, 15.84, 19.80, 23.76 because their 

Q /2 are out of the range (1.5,5.5). Similarly, by the definition, in the 0.3 < k < 15, 

the synchronous mode will be found only when is in the range of 0.47 < w < 5.5 

. In these eight Q of figures (6.5) and (6.6), for 0.3 < k < 15, the synchronous 

mode denoted by • is only found in the case of n = 3.96, but it cannot be found in 

other values of Q because their Q are all larger than 5.5. 
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FIGURE 6.5. k - P curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.01 for Q = 3.96, 7.92, 
9.00, lO.OO, + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, A synclironous mode 
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(b) n = 15.84 (d) n = 23.7G 

FIGURE 6.6. k - P curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.01 for Q = 11.88, 15.84, 
19.80, 23.76, + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, • synchronous mode 
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6.1.2.2 h = 0.1 

Shown in figures (6.7) and (6.8) are the k- Rt marginal curves for h = 0.1 

at the same values of Q as in figures (6.3) and (6.4) with the same symbols. The solid 

line is the k - Rj- marginal stability curve in steady-g case, the figure (6.1). In these 

two figures, it is noted that in almost all cases the instability onsets with the quasi-

periodic mode denoted by + sign. The onset Rt of the quasi-periodic perturbation is 

not changed much by gravity modulation when h =0.1, and is almost the same with 

that of the oscillatory mode in steady-g case as in the case of h = 0.01. Similarly to 

the case of h = 0.01, the subharmonic modes, denoted by symbol •, occur in = 

3.96, 7.92, 9.00, 10.00 but not in = 11.88, 15.84, 19.80, 23.76 for 0.3 < k < 15. 

The subharmonic-mode region in the case of h = 0.1 is more enlarged than in h = 

0.01. The onset Rt for subharmonic mode is reduced much more than those shown 

in figures (6.3) and (6.4). Define a symbol Rr^.^i-^ub ^he minimum Rt in the 

subharmonic-mode region for a given Q . RT„,in,.,^i, for Q = 3.96 is 3869 which is 

higher than the Rt^^ = 2183 in the steady-g case. The value of Rt„ = 2183 is also 

the minimum onset Rt of quasi-periodic mode. The RTm.ni-^ub ^ and 9.00 

are 1310 and 1373, which become the Rt^^ because they are more unstable than the 

RT of the most unstable quasi-periodic mode, 2183. In n = 7.92, and 9.00 at h = 

0.1, their Rt„ are respectively 40% and 37% reduction from 2183, and the instability 

onsets with subharmonic mode. But the at Q = 10.00 is higher than 2183, 

so the instability onsets with quasi-periodic mode. As the Q is increased the wave 

number range of the subharmonic-mode region is increased. When is over than 

11, these instability modes cannot be observed in the range of 0.3 < A: < 15 . 

Similarly, define RTmi„i-,yn minimum Rt in the synchronous-mode region 

which is decreased from 2182 at h = 0.01 to 2140 at h = 0.1, but the k of the onset 
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synchronous mode at RTmini-.yn changed. The Rt„ for Q = 3.96 at h = 0.1 is 

2140 in place of 2183 with reduction of only 2% from 2183. However, the instability 

onsets with synchronous mode in Q = 3.96. 
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FIGURE 6.7. Marginal stability curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.1 for Q = 
3.96, 7.92, 9.00, 10.00, + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, • synchronous 
mode 
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FIGURE 6.8. Marginal stability curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.1 for = 
11.88, 15.84, 19.80, 23.76, + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, • syn
chronous mode 
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The dispersion curve k - /3 for the same h and same values of Q in 

figures (6.7) and (6.8) are shown in figures (6.9) and (6.10) using the same symbols 

as before. The solid line is the dispersion curve of k - w in steady-g case, the figure 

(6.2). The ^ of quasi-periodic modes denoted by + sign are almost the same as the 

ui along the solid line. In figure (6.9), it is clearly shown the increase of the subhar-

monic region as Q is increased. At the same k, outside of subharmonic-mode region 

(denoted by •) and synchronous-mode region (denoted by A), both j3 and onset Rt of 

quasi-periodic modes are equal to uj and onset Rt of the instability mode in steady-g 

case. Referred to the explaination in figures (6.5) and (6.6), in these eight Q , for 

0.3 < /: < 15 , the subharmonic-mode region occurs in fi = 3.96, 7.92, 9.00, 10.00 

but not in 11.88, 15.84, 19.80, 23.76. The synchronous-mode only occurs in case of 

Q = 3.96 because the Q is in the range of (0.47,5.5). The subharmonic-mode region 

is enlargerd than in h = 0.01. 
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FIGURE 6.9. k - /3 curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.1 for Q = 3.96, 7.92, 9.00, 
10.00, + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, • synchronous mode 
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FIGURE 6.10. k - /? curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.1 for Q = 11.88, 15.84, 
19.80, 23.76, + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, A synchronous mode 
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6.1.2.3 h = 0.2 

The marginal stability curves k - /2r in h = 0.2 for the same values of 

in figures (6.7) and (6.8) with same symbols are shown in figures (6.11) and (6.12). 

As before, the solid line is the marginal stability curve k - Rt for steady-g case in 

figure (6.1). The quasi-periodic modes denoted by + sign onset at same Rt with the 

oscillatory mode in steady-g case as well as the cases h = 0.01, and 0.1. Similar to the 

above figures, for 0.3 < A: < 15, the subharmonic modes denoted by symbol • occur 

in n = 3.96, 7.92, 9.00, 10.00 but not in 11.88, 15.84, 19.80, 23.76. The subharmonic-

mode region at h = 0.2 is much more discernible than at h = 0.1, and is enlarged when 

Q is increased from 3.96 to 10.00. The Rt . at Q = 7.92, 9.00 at h = 0.2 are 

reduced to 439, 297, 80% and 86% from 2183, larger than the reduction of 40 % and 

37% at h = 0.1. In Q = 10, the dominating mode of the instability onset is switched 

from the quasi-periodic mode to subharmonic mode because the RTmini-,ub reduced 

from 2488 at h = 0.1 to 842 at h = 0.2, lower than 2183. As before, the subharmonic 

mode is not found in 0.3 < A: < 15 for larger than 11. The synchronous-mode 

region is found only in the case of = 3.96 for 0.3 < k < 15, but not in other 

seven cases of Q because their Q are beyond the range of ( 0.47, 5.5 ). The RTmini-syn 

is decreased from 2140 at h = 0.1 to 2014 at h = 0.2, 7% reduction from 2183, so 

the instability onset is dominated by synchronous mode. But the k associated with 

the RTmini-svn not chaugcd. Let kmini-sub be defined as the k associated with the 

RTmini-sub- figure (6.13), it shows the kmini-sub vs f2 at (6.13a) h = 0.01, (6.13b) h 

= 0.1, and (6.13c) h = 0.2, in use of symbol * for = 3.96, •for = 7.92, • for 

Q = 9.00, and A for = 10.00. The kmini-sub is also shown in the following table. It 

can be seen that the kmini-sub is not changed much as h is increased from 0.01 to 0.2. 



TABLE 6.1. kmini-sub vs Q , for h = 0.01, 0.1, 

h n = 3.96 7.92 9.00 10.00 

0.01 1.31 3.33 4.43 6.42 

0.1 1.31 3.33 4.43 6.15 

0.2 1.31 3.33 4.43 6.06 
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FIGURE 6.11. Marginal stability curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.2 for Q = 
3.96, 7.92, 9.00, 10.00, + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, A synchronous 
mode 
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FIGURE 6.12. Marginal stability curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.2, for 
Q = 11.88, 15.84, 19.80, 23.76, + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, • 
synchronous mode 
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FIGURE 6.13. kmini-aub VS N , using symbol * for = 3.96, • 7.92, • 9.00, • 10.00, 
for (a) h = 0.01, (b) h = 0.1, and (c) h = 0.2 
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The k - curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.2 are shown in figures 

(6.14) and (6.15) with the same symbols as before. The /3 of quasi-periodic modes 

denoted by + sign are the same with the u of the oscillatory mode of steady-g case, the 

solid line. The solid line is the k - a; dispersion curve of steady-g case, the figure(6.2). 

As explained before, it shows that the subharmonic-mode region is observed in cases 

of n = 3.96, 7.92, 9.00 and 10.00, and synchronous-mode region in case of 3.96 for 

0.3 < k < 15. The increase of the subharmonic region over the wavenumber region 

is clearly exhibited. The following table shows the k range of the subharmonic-mode 

region of = 7.92, 9.00, and 10.00, for h = 0.1 and 0.2. For example, the k range 

of the subharmonic-mode region for = 10 at h = 0.2 is from 5.34 to 8.60. 

TABLE 6.2. k range of subharmonic-mode region of f] = 7.92, 9.00, and 10.00, for 
h = 0.1 and 0.2 

n h = 0.1 h = 0.2 

7.92 3.3- 3.5 3.08- 3.72 

9.00 4.3- 4.7 3.98- 5.24 

10.00 5.9 - 7.3 5.34- 8.60 
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FIGURE 6.14. k - /5 curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.2 for = 3.96, 7.92, 
9.00, 10.00, + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, A synchronous mode 
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FIGURE 6.15. k - curves for gravity modulation at h = 0.2 for = 11.88, 15.84, 
19.80, 23.76, + quasi-periodic mode, • subharmonic mode, A synchronous mode 
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6.1.2.4 Summary of h = 0.01, 0.1, 0.2 

In the range of the wave number 0.3 < A: < 15, when h is < 0.2, there is 

no subharmonic mode for larger than 11 because the half of Vt is larger than 5.5, 

and there is no synchronous mode for Q larger than 5.5. The quasi-periodic mode 

always onsets at the same RT with the same marginal curve as that of oscillatory 

modes in the steady-g case. The dominating mode of the instability onset for these 

h can be quasi-periodic, subharmonic, and synchronous mode. For h < 0.2, the 

dominating mode for Q larger than 11 is only the quasi-periodic mode. For n /2 

in the range of (0.47, 5.5), as the modulation amplitude h is increased large enough, 

the dominant mode of the instability onset will switch from the quasi-periodic mode 

to the subharmonic mode. In = 3.96, the dominant mode is always synchronous 

mode unless the h is very large such that RT,nin,-sub largely reduced to be lower 

than the *  m i n i  — j y n  

Figure (6.16) shows the effect of the Q on the for the fluid of Pr = 

0.01, r = 3 X lO""*, Rc — -3200 at three different modulation amplitudes h = 0.01, 

0.1, 0.2. At a given h, it shows the of the marginal stability curve for each Q . 

At h = 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2, when Q is in the neighborhood of 2 Wcr , these have the 

most effect on the RT^,.. This special region is the resonant region. The Wcr for this 

fluid is 3.96. Define the RTcr-mim minimum Rt„ of all at a given h. This 

Rvcr-mini ^ functiou of h, which is : 2094 occuring at Q. = 2 ijJcr= 7.92 for h = 0.01, 

1282 at n = 8.3 for h = 0.1, 297 at = 9.0 for h = 0.2. The reduction from 2183, 

the critical thermal Rayleigh number in the steady-g case, for these three cases are 

respectively 4%, 41%, and 86%. It is noted that i?Tcr would be asymptotic to 2183 

for the limiting cases of Q at each h. The value of 2183 is the RT„ in steady-g case 

denoted by the dashed horizontal line. Since when the and Q. j1 are away from 
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(0.47 , 5.5), as explained before, only quasi-periodic mode occurs on the marginal 

stability curve and onsets at same RT with the oscillatory perturbation in steady-g 

case at each k. Therefore, the asymptotic for both of very large and closed-to-

zero Q is exactly the RT„ for steady-g case. It has been shown quantitatively in the 

previous section that the time-periodic dynamic system equation (3.4) equates to a 

steady-g system at infinitely large and closed-to-zero 

It is noted here that resonant interaction occuring in a horizontal diffusive-

regime layer with rigid boundaries is quite different from that in a layer with free 

boundaries. For rigid boundaries it is found that the resonance only occurs in the 

neighborhood of = 2uicr, while Saunders et al. (1992) found multiple resonant 

regions in a free-free layer as the gravity modulation is decreased. 
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FIGURE 6.16. Effect of Q on the RT„ for h = 0.01, 0.1, 0.2 for Pr = 0.01, r = 
3 X 10-^ RC = -3200 
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In a fixed Q , increasing h will destabilize the subharmonic mode and 

thus decrease the *> so the subharmonic mode will dominate the instability 
* m i n t — j u o  '  " •  

if h is large enough. That is why the resonant region is formed. Since RTm,nx-,ub 

decreases with increasing h, it is expected that by increasing h one can reach a 

critical state of zero RTCT- This is indeed the case as shown in figure (6.17). For h = 

0.22737, the instability onsets with subharmonic mode at zero when Q = 9.1. 

This means that the instability can occur in a stable stratified horizontal layer of fluid 

by means of oscillation without heating from below. This is analogous to the case of 

a horizontal fluid layer being heated from above can be destabilized by oscillation as 

shown by Gresho and Sani (1970). 
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FIGURE 6.17. Effect of on the RT„ for h = 0.22737 for Pr = 0.01, r = 3 x 10 ''j 
Rc = -3200 
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6.2 Pr = 1 and 7 

It's of interest to extend the investigation on the effect of gravity modu

lation on the instability onset to fluids with Pr = 1 and 7. For Pr = 1, the other 

parameters are kept the same as those used previously. For Pr = 7, the parameter 

r is changed to a value appropriate for water-salt solution. The results are shown in 

figures (6.18) and (6.19). The resonant region occurs for these two different fluids 

with the same feature as in figure (6.16), the fluid of Pr = 0.01. 

In the figure (6.18), for Pr = 1, for steady-g case is 3818 shown as 

the horizontal dashed line and the Ucr is 24.386. The resonant region is in the neigh

borhood of 2a)cr = 48.772. The RT^r-m.m occuring at = 48.772 for h = 0.1, 

3179 at Q = 52 for h = 0.4, 2859 at = 54 for h = 0.6. The reduction from the 3818 

for these three cases are 4%, 16%, and 25%. Slight stabilization can be obtained for 

some values of Q . For example when = Ucr /2 = 12.193, the is 3857 and 3863 

for h = 0.4, and 0.6, and when Q = 3uJcr = 73.158, the RT„ is 3829 and 3844 for h = 

0.4 and 0.6. As explained before for Pr = 0.01, at the limiting cases of Q , very large 

or closed-to-zero, the RT„ is asymptotic to 3818 for each h. The stabilization by the 

gravity modulation is just like the investigation by Gresho and Sani (1970) analogous 

to the motion of pendulum with the pivot sinusoidally oscillating in vertical direction. 
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FIGURE 6.18. Effect of Q on the RT^ FOR h = 0.1, 0.4, 0.6 for Pr = 1, r — 3 x 10 
Rc = -3200 
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For the case of Pr = 7, r = 0.01, and Rc = -3200, the efffects of gravity 

modulation for h = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 are shown in the figure (6.19). The applied Q. is 

from u;cr/2 to 5 Wcr with Ucr= 27.13, the natural frequency of the perturbation in 

steady-g case. Rt„ for the steady-g case is 4758. The resonant region near 2 ujcr is 

also found as in the previous figures. The Rvcr-mini 4616 occuring at Q = '2ujcr = 

54.26 for h = 0.1, 4478 at = 2a;crfor h = 0.2, 4214 at Q =2ucr(oT h = 0.4. The 

reduction are 3%, 6% and 11% from 4758 for these three cases. The resonant region 

is observed even though the fluid properties are changed, but the relative reduction of 

RTcr-minx Smaller than the cases of smaller Pr, 0.01, and 0.1. The resonant region is 

therefore expected to be a general phenomena based on the results on figures (6.16), 

(6.18), (6.19). At h = 0.4 and = 3a;crand 4a;crand 5ucr, the layer is stabilized 

very slightly by the gravity modulation, but no such stabilization effect is evident 

when h = 0.1 and 0.2. 
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FIGURE 6.19. Effect of Q on the for h = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, for Pr = 7, r = 0.01, Rc 
= -3200 
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Prandtl number Pr is the ratio of kinematic viscosity to thermal difFu-

sivity, so higher Pr means relatively high viscosity. The effect of Pr on the resonant 

region at h = 0.1 is presented in figure(6.20) in which the normalized Rr^r is a func

tion of the normalized modulation frequency. The normalized modulation frequency 

is defined by ^ where the Wcr is the natural frequency of the perturbation in steady-g 

case, equal to 3.96 for Pr = 0.01, and 24.386 for Pr = 1.00. The normalized 

is defined as Rvcri ^^ith gravity modulation)//?^^^(steady g). The i?T-„(steady-g) = 

2183 for Pr = 0.01, and 3818 for Pr = 1.00. The figure shows the decrease of the 

normalized RT„ at h = 0.1 is about 40% for Pr = 0.01, but only 5% for Pr = 1.00. 

It means that the viscosity is the important resistance to the destabilization caused 

by gravity modulation. 
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FIGURE 6.20. Normalized Q - normalized RT„ at h = 0.1, r = 3 x 10 Rc = -3200 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are reached. 

1. When a horizontal layer of fluid stabilized by a concentration gradient is heated 

from below under steady gravity, the instability onsets in an oscillatory mode. The 

frequency of oscillation a; is a function of the wave number k of the perturbation. 

Within the range 0.3 < A: < 15, u varies from 0.47 < a; < 5.5 . When grav

ity contains a modulating component of frequency f2 , the oscillation frequency of 

the instability at onset will be changed into one of the following three modes. The 

instability may oscillate in the synchronous mode with frequency = f2 , in the sub-

harmonic mode with frequency = Q /2, or in the quasi-periodic mode with frequency 

other than the previous two. 

2. The imposed gravity modulation does not change the thermal Rayleigh number 

RT at onset of instability in the quasi-periodic mode from the value for the steady 

gravity case. However, it reduces the value of onset RT from that of steady-g case for 

the instability in the synchronous and subharmonic modes when h, the amplitude of 

gravity modulation, is increased. 

3. For the subharmonic mode, the destabilization due to the resonant effect in

creases with increasing h. For a Pr = 0.01 fluid such effect can be quite dramatic. 

The reduction of the Rx.^ from the steady-g value was found to be 4%, 41%, and 86% 

for h = 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2. However, the critical wave number of subharmonic mode 

remains essentially the same. 

4. When the layer is bound by rigid boundaries, resonance occurs only in a region 
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near 2 Wcr • This result is quite different from that for a layer with free boundaries 

in which multiple resonant interaction zones were found by Saunders et al. (1992) as 

the modulation frequency is decreased. 

5. A horizontal fluid layer stabilized by a concentration gradient can be destabilized 

by gravity modulation alone without any heating from below. For Pr = 0.01 fluid 

example, such destabilization occurs at h = 0.22737. This is analogous to the results 

of Gresho and Sani (1970) that a fluid layer heated from above can be destabilized 

by gravity modulation. 

6. The Chebyshev expansion method is more efficient than the Runge-Kutta inte

gration method in calculating the foundamental matrix of the Floquet theory. 
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